What do glaucoma specialists know about their patients?
Although interaction between doctor and patient is undoubtedly influenced by their mutual expectations, little information is available about the knowledge and expectations of glaucoma doctors concerning their patients' attitudes and treatment patterns. The aim of our prospective study was to compare the actual responses of glaucoma patients concerning various issues related to their disease and the responses the glaucoma doctors expected their patients to give. Glaucoma patients consecutively sent to our glaucoma centre were asked to complete a standardised questionnaire about their glaucoma history, treatment routines and opinions on issues related to glaucoma. Ophthalmologists at the glaucoma centre were asked to predict patients' answers. One hundred and twenty-eight consecutive glaucoma patients completed the patients' questionnaire and 12 glaucoma specialists completed the corresponding questionnaire for doctors. Frequency of intraocular pressure (IOP) measurements and visual field testing, as well as the number of topical medications, were relatively accurately predicted by the glaucoma doctors. Differences between the doctors' predictions and patients' responses were found concerning discomfort after surgery and the influence of stress or environmental factors on IOP. The largest range of doctors' predictions (0-100%) was observed concerning the portion of patients claiming a 100% adherence to glaucoma medication. Glaucoma specialists are familiar with the treatment patterns of their patients. The knowledge of glaucoma specialists of their patients' subjective attitudes to glaucoma-related issues deserves further investigation, as discrepancies between doctors' and patients' responses were observed in this area.